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Penny for y
How festivals of ide

I. ' though

came big business

has attracted power brokers such as tomer
Us president Bin Chaton, fomier Us vicepresident A1 Gore, Microsoft chatmiari Bin

Gates and Google co-founder Sergey Bin, as
well as a large coterie of Nobel prizewinners
and the odd Hollywood celebrity.
An 18-11itnute one Urnit is imposed on

speakers, who are expected to attack their
arguments with the energy and verve
bentong old theatre hands. "We try to make
our speakers look like rod: stars, " June

Cohen, the head of TED Talks said recently.
AT a dine when it's widely assumed that
we're dumbing down - reading less,
watching more reality television or spending
too much rime on Facebook

what

underties this intense interest in live ex-

changes of ideas? Ideas are emerging as a

,

Janne Ryan, executive producer forTEDX Sydney,
wants the organisation to lead the zeilgci, t

kind of pertonnance art; a salon for the
" masses, a forrn of entertainment at once new
z and old. On the one hand, ideas festivals
a recall the days of town hall meetings or

a speaking tours by authors such as Charles

^ Dickens and. Mark Twain. On the other, they
are plugged into social media networks and
the imperative to be enterratting or provocative: lemure hall erudition meets theatre-

Everybody's talking

ERG Mackie may not have
shown it, but he was pen'ined.
It was midwinter T999 and,
with just hours to go before
the key event of Adelaide's
first Festival of Ideas, ticket sales were lousy,
if not disastrous,

The festival - an ideas forum straddling
geopolitics, sdence and the arts - was
Machie's creation and the first event of its

type held in Australia. The well-connected

sports.

At Inn's senout California conferences,
moments of high drama have in duded Gates
talking about malaria and releasing inOS"
quitoes into an auditorium, and a scientist
holding a human brain in her hands, its still-

In a world apparently

Other subjects designed to disrupt contort attached spinal cord dangling like a tail. At
zones include: environmentalists should give this year's conference, a woman confined to

dumbing down, ideas

up on sustainabilicy. ; Australia is a third~rate a wheelchair for 19 years stunned the

festivals are the new

old chesmuts, all women are sluts and skeleron" that allowed her to walk
footballers are barbarians,
In an era when the average housaliolder

rock ' n ' roll, writes

Rosemary Neill

country; the media has ito morals; and the audience by demonstrating the In-tech "exoBrisbane and Melbourne hosted ideas has access to ados limitless intorination

festivals earlier this year. At Vivid Sydney, a through the mass media and new media, the
"festival of light, music and ideas" that heightened interest in ideas forunLs seems
antacts thousands to the harbour in winter, counter-intuitive, How to explain it? Is it a
ideas sessions are prograinmed alongside reaction to public debates in which pond-

former bookseller and adviser to Adelaide muge from leading scientists Peter Doherq, gigs by the likes of the Cure and Rich Lee dans are perceived to be talking without
Writers Week had secured funding for his and Penny Sachet! to an entire! had:er, a Jones. Then, of course, there is the global saying anyttiirig? A response to a media
"bazaar of ideas" from state and local Nanokov specialist and samaliq, expert ideas movement, Tan. With its evangelical bloated with partisan commentary, or of
governments and corporate sponsors.
Christopher Ryaii, who has argued that catchphrose "ideas wordi spreading", it has commentators taking numbingIy predictable
The do, 's 2000-seat Festival Theatre had "denunding long-term samal monogamy of spawned satellite conferences in Brisbane, positions? in antidote to a news cyde and
been booked for an evening talk by re human beings is akin to demanding strict Addaide, Canberra and Sydney - the rweetosphere in which complex issues are
nouned Palestinian politidan and feminist vegetarianism of an Qinntvore".
Queensland and South Australian capitals reduced to soundbites or statements of
Hanan Ashrawi. But by 10 that monfuig, only Since that tense debut in Addaide 1.2 are about to host their own nam-Tan events, 140 characters or less?
300 tid:ets to the emur, had been sold. As the years ago, festivals of ideas have emoresced kilown as TEDx.
Sirnon Longstaff, co- carator of Sydney's

doci: ticked down, an increasingly agitated across the country, often athacting thou- Tanx Brisbane is being held on Octo- Festival of Dangerous Ideas, believes the
hackie was faced with the embarrassing sands of paying customers to hear e, cperrs ber 15, and among its guests will be Stephen popularity of ideas festivals is a reflection of
prospecr of 3.700 empty seats. ', It was expound on concepts so newly minted, they Little, an autistic British-Caribbean artist. how polarised public debate has become.
terrifying . . . we didn't know whether we'd may not have been presented at any campus, Throughout his childhood Little was mute, "There was a period, " he says, "in which
conference or internet forum.
have an audience, " he says.
locked in his own world. He has since matters of public concern were often presSuddenly, things changed. Addaide ticket Sydney's third Festival of Dangerous become famous for Its astonishingIy detailed ented to the comumustity in a take-it^or-leave
buyers who had tortured Mache with their Ideas, an amiual everit with a contrarian dryscapes, often drawn from memory. Our- it manner which, ifyouwereamoniberofthe

apparent indifference sumed to respond. By vibe, is on tilts weekend. Its star speakers - ing his visit to Brisbane he is to create a public, there was a rush to judgment: you
4pm, 1000 tickets had been sold to the uniter and animal rights campaigner Jonadt- portrait of the city and its snaking river.

were either for this or against tills . . . What

Astirawi lemure; by early evening, ticket an Satini Foer, Wild^ats founder Julian Founded in 1984, as its name suggests, these festivals and debates do is to provide a
buyers were lined up around the block. Assange and Marc Tingsen, fomier speech Tnn orechnology, Entertainment and De- fresh opportunity to go bad: and look at the

Mad^e, who now works for South AUSu'a- writer for George Bush - may be poles aparr sign) was originally an American conference argunients. *'
Iia's Departrzterit of Preinter and Cabinet, ideologicaUy, bur they are all likely to focused on technology, design and Silicon Mache says of the growing phonomenon:
recalls: "By 7.30pm, wheri it was supposed unsettle their listeners.
Valleyish, blue-sky thinking. Since then ithas "There has never been so much access to so
to kick off, people were sti" queueing down Assange, the world's most notorious evolved from a kind of Nerdstock to a hot- much discourse through electronic media

the road . . . From that point on, every venue hadKer, was due to address the festival Iasr ticker item money can't necessarily buy: than today and yet at the same time there's
full, and the annosphere was quite Inghc The agent provocateur was to speak by audiences must apply in writing and are an audience, appetite and market for the

electric, " After a Irriud:Ie-whitening start, video link, as he is under house arrest in hand-pid<ed by the organisers. Those chosen notion of people coining together in real
that festival of ideas want on to attract fondon. tile has appealed his extradition to to attend TED's California or Edinburgh space and real time to listen and to dullk
20,000 ticket buyers.

Swederi, where he is tacitig sama! assault conferences are then slugged $Us 6000. together. It's abit of a hearkening badc to the

Today the festival is a biemtial fixture on charges, which he denies. ) His festival topic: CIEDx conferences in Australia are free but days of the old town hall meetings. Ies
local audiences, like their overseas counter- drawn from the notion that cultore isn't
Malaide's culturel colondar: the previous Why Wikileaks hasn't gone far enough,
event, in 2009, attracted more than 30,000 Thiessen will address an equally combust- parts, are hand-selected. )
something that one consumes solely in the
people. This year's festival opens on Friday ible question - is torture necessary? - Despite or perhaps because of its aura of privacy of one's home; that there is someand organisers anddpate their expanded while Saltaii Foer win discuss how West- e"thin, this non-profit "deadnghouse for thing magical about themve e, :pertence, "

program will filcher boost attendances. The emers' insatiable demand for cheap meat ideas" has almost peerless pulling power, Its

Mache also believes the success of ideas

line-up is nothing if not edectic: speakers makes mimeatinent of ammats inevitable. Us conference sells out a yearin advance and forunrs demonstrates how "we have a
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capacity for greater depth and greater theatre to work through the real issues they lack of them - between legal and megal blown, Tan*s digital and global expamion
meaning than the 24hour sound grab cycle confronted. Ideas festivals, he says, "are drugs, and the psychiarric problems faced by shows little sign of slowing. Since 2006 the
delivers".
speaking to an audience and engaging with asylum-seekers marooned in detention cen- non-profit organisation has produced free
Sandy Vetsdtoor, executive producer of them at a deeper level, To that extent, I think rres. Echoing Longsraff, he feels the public is web videos of its live talks. To date, these

Adelaide's Festival of Ideas, connects the these festivals might be performing a wider antacred to ideas foruus' non-partisan videos have notched up 500 inilhon views, for
flowering of such festivals with the sweeping role than the word 'entertainment' inighr politics: "I think that TED, in particular, topics ranging from algorithms to women's
change and uncertainty confronting our encompass. "
demonstrates the fact there is the possibility rights in Veinen.
TBD boss Chris Anderson believes v, eb
society. "We are sort of at this really When distinguished chitd psychiatrist Jon of talking seriously about things without it
totesting point in dine, " she says. "We Jureidini spoke at TBDX Sydneylasr year, he being spayed. " He says you can take parr in videos are a form of "crowd-accelerated

areas where we are at a tipping certainly felt pressureto be entertaintng. He these events "at the Ievd of arousal that you learning" and have revolutionary educative
point - chinate change, human rights, social says of the experience: "Speaking at TEDx might nonnaUy associat with enterrail^nent potential. Earlier this year in an interview
interaction and social media - so people was the most anxiety-provoking public rather than scientific debate".
with Us broadcaster Charlie Rose, anderson
Jureidini was recruited for TEDX Sydney pointed out. that while people feared the

want a picture of what the future might be, " speaking engagement I can remember. "

Reflecting this* her festival's theme this year Jureidini is accustomed to speaking at by Janne Ryan, the event's executive pro- world was dumbing down, there was also
is "planning for uncertainty" in the fields of academic or medical conferences where ducer. Ryan, who helped establish Phillip "this other story of thousands and thousands
"you will be reasonably confident that Adams's long-runiting Late Niglit Live show of people around the world willing to go to

science, politics, religion and the media.

people will share the same set of assump- on Radio National, describes herself as an huge lengths to meet with each other, to

HONOURldUings. Ethicist Longstaffis scout- dons. it kind of allows you to be a bit Iany in "ideas producer". Sydney has hosted two think . , . I find that really ordting. "
around for a speaker who is not only the way that you present your ideas, whereas one-dayTEDx events - the third will be held Ryaii aimbt, res the mass interest in oftenaware of this vile practice but supports it. He
next May - and Ryan talks about them with obscure subjects to the fact there is a bigger
would like ro engage such a speaker for next
the conviction of a true believer. She pool of well-educated people than there was
year's Festival of Dangerous Ideas.
describes these shiedy licensed events as 50 or 100 years ago, "There are a lot of
He explains with a nonchalance that is
"enonnously enriching and an enonnous highly educated, literate people now and
disconcerting: "It strikes most Australians as
insight, into the world of ideas".
they live in places like Australia . . . people
being a terribly dangerous idea that, anyone
Audiences for TBDX Sydney are limited to are hungry for content and knowledge. "

would kin their ouni child for a matter of

800 people and many more apply than are Bur nor everyone is in thinU to TED. Some

family honour, and yet I can imagine that
there are people in our society now who
might think that national honour or other
beliefs might give rise to justification for

accepted. Isn't this emphasis on exdusiviry accuse it of elitism, pointing to the handcontrary to the movement's aim of democ- picking of audiences and the $Us 6000 entry
musing knowledge? Ryan responds: "We try fee for the Us and British conferences.

killing. How do we make sense of that? Its

range of interests . . . It's not about inviting SIvon: The Impact of the Highly Improbable,

very plausibility is what makes it a dangerous
idea. Ifitwasimpossible or ridiculous, then it

powerbrokers. "

wouldn't be dangerous, it would just be a
festival of fanciful ideas. "

Longstaff agrees the festival he co- curates
"pushes the envelope, '. From the starr, he

says, "we wanted to find those ideas thar

to make an audience that is fresh and has a Nassim Nicholas Taleb author of Block

who spoke at a 2008 TED event, has called its

Most of the Sydney audience members are conferences a "monsU'OSi^, that mmis scienaged under 50 and working in newer areas of Lists and thinkers into low-level entertainers,
academe, design and technology. She notes
' "they should be listening to Radio National

like circus performers".
Maclde, however, welcomes the growth of
" but they're riot", feeling that the conven- TEDx in Australia, even though these events
norial media has perhaps "got a bit stuffy". compete indirectly with Addaide's Festival

were dangerous, riot because they were Simon Longstafr
utopian and out of this world but predsely

At TEDx, speakers are trained to clarify and of Ideas. "It's a really good tiling, " he says.
soup up their message, Says Ryan: "Tan is a "The more of this stuff that happens, the
because they were the sorts of things that at one of theseideas festivals you've got very performed text; a pertonmance. You've got to better for society, They all tideas forumsj
rin'ght generate a visceral response".
smart people in the audience who are be reaUy good on the stage. It is learning to grow the objective of a better infomied
In the past, this festival has heard from conting at things from a differenr petspec- get up and sell your idea convindngly from community. "
Muslim spokesman Keysar Trad on why tive. I think it's a more exacting task. "
the core of your heart. We aim to entertain He also reckons there is enough demand
polygamyis desirable, and from conservative Despite his performance anxiety he en- people at the high end of ideas. "
for his city's biennial event to go annual.

thinker DallielPipes who argues that Islamis joyed the "amazing opportunity to have TEDX Sydney speakers have addressed This, indeed, is a far cry from that anxietyincompatible with democracy. Longsraff re- exposur to people who normaly wouldn't themes from dimate change to the end of ridden day 12 years ago when it looked as if
calls that Pipes "was so concerned about his listen to you". After he spoke at TBDx a government. The aim, says Ryan, is to "lead Mackie's pioneering forum had everything it
safety, we had to have special security Treasury official asked him to address that the zeitgeist" and bring an "energy for needed - except an audience.
provided for him. As it turned out it was a depatonent's policy wonks.
change". She says the TED movement is big
heated but respectful eXchange of views. "
The psychiaitist will be one of 80 speakers on rigour, "It's nor just a Ponyarma sort of Festival of Dangerous, deas Sydney,
this weekend
Longstaff compares these spoken pertonn- appearing at this year's Adelaide Ideas thing, " she insists.
an cos to the cartiarric role drama played in Festival and he will tackle several conten-

While its rhetoric about changing the

ancient Greece, when communities used dous topics including the differences - or world by talking about it can sound over- Ado, aideFes"'va, of, deas, October7-9
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